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Norioâ€™s romance with Kunimasa Madarame has been a whirlwind since the moment he woke up

as a Premium. But while Norioâ€™s thoughts have been filled with nothing but Kunimasa, Kunimasa

has been dealing with the mounting responsibilities he holds as a Heavyweight and Madarame heir.

And now his relationship with Norio seems to be at odds with his duties! Does Norio have what it

takes to be the consort of one of the top Heavyweights in Japan? Or is he too new to zooman

society to stand with his man?!
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In this volume, Norio (monkey-cat) and Kunimasa (leopard) show they are growing into adults. For

them, it's a painful process of self-reflection and figuring out priorities. I'm excited that a certain

someone is finally showing his powers. At some point, he's going to have to fight to get the man he

wants, and I'm looking forward to seeing him do more than talk and cry.The Christmas bonus is

interesting, if a bit hard to follow. We learn more about how the main couples see their relationships

and how two of the scariest woman in the world met. Just about every couple who didn't make it into

the main story this volume shows up.There are many fun, lovely, and unexpected moments here.



But, mostly, I'm happy to see more Pride First (mer-lion). His existence isn't like the others, but

that's what makes his obsession with what's in the physical world so interesting.I would recommend

this to anyone who started the series and started wondering if it's worthwhile.What prevented five

stars from me are a few confusing moments of dialogue where the translator appeared to struggle.

I'm still not sure what was said.

Oh my god! Where is volume 9 at??? -cries- I need to know what's going to happen next. All of the

couples have me so completely wrapped up and intrigued. Been in love with this series for a long

time.

In this volume we finally get back to Norio and Kunimasa. They are my favorite couple in the book

though I enjoy the other couples as well. We also get a little more of the mer-lion and shinobu and

the bears. I never get bored in this series with all the different characters and personalities. I would

definitely recommend this series to any yaoi lover out there. I don't want to put out in spoilers so I'll

leave it at that. BUY IT!

Excellent book!! I absolutely love it!!

YAYY! I finally get to read the continuation! I've been in suspense for so long! Fair warning though

this volume includes that little 'Gossip' special so its not 100% new story. I kind of hate that I can

only read it on my phone...can't wait until a paperback is available.

I just discovered The love pistols and I LOVE IT! I love Yaoi manga and this is definatly an original

story with , steamy love scenes, not too graphic and fits the storyline , not sexy scenes put just

everywhere in the story. This Manga artist's drawings are not as visually beautifula s most

MangaKa's but The story makes up for it and I found I really started to like her art. can not wait til

the next book, I will be buying all in this series

Very good book and the whole series that this book goes too. I can't wait to see what happens in the

next one.

I love, love, love the Love Pistiol series and I CANNOT wait for more
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